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Review of the TRITON Dust Collection Bucket DCA 300
When doing woodwork inside, the issue of sawdust, wood shavings and other dust quickly
comes up.
Buying a dedicated vacuum system would be ideal; however, the lack of space and the
necessary expense make us having second thoughts.
When using directly a household or workshop vacuum, the bags are filling up quickly and the
process ends up costing a fortune.
The part way solution presented by Triton can help us resolve this issue cheaply and by using
any vacuum cleaner. We reviewed the Triton Dust Collection Bucket DCA 300.

Handling
The device comes with two flexible hoses and four connectors.

The instructions are printed directly onto the plastic collector. The outlets are designed to fit
connector of different diameter. Here you can see the 2 inlets and the two sliding valves allowing
plugging the two devices together.

The filter is located in the lead. The vacuum/collection bucket assembly is ready to be used.

In used
We cleaned our vacuum perfectly before the test, after the test, no dust was found in the
vacuum. The collection bucket is very light, and the supplied hoses not so flexible, causing the
bucket to frequently fall over. To remedy this problem, we used the mounting holes located on
the bucket to secure it under the workbench.
The average price recorded is about £40 incl. VAT for this Triton DCA 300 accessory.

Our opinion
It is a cost effective alternative to a dedicated sawdust vacuum. As soon as it is used to
vacuum wood shave and rough sawdust, the loss of suction is low. However, if the dust is
powdery, the filter quickly gets clogged. To be used for the saw dust created by circular saws,
planers or thiknesser.

More information on Tritontools.com

